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Guiding questions

What can genomics tell us about
race?

Might genomics be a force for social
justice?



Human genetic variation

Human genetic variation is largely due to single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) and copy-number variants.



Race and genomics: what do we know?
There is no genetic basis for race.

A study of the geographical distribution of 4000 alleles showed:
93-95% of alleles were found in two or more groups;
almost half were present in all groups;
only 7.4% of alleles specific to one region, but found in only 1% of
those within that region (Rosenberg et al. 2002).



But there’s obvious variation …



What about ancestry reports?
Direct-to-consumer genetic testing promises to determine
genetic ancestry.

What is “genetic ancestry”? Timescale? Avoiding
extremes of uniqueness and commonality. Definitions
determine results.

Method: Compare “ancestry informative markers” to
present-day population samples. Your DNA today compared to
group DNA today. But where were those groups then?

Samples are patchy, have low resolution (<10km may be
needed (Bycroft et al. 2019)), and are skewed towards
particular geographies.

Scientific validity of commercial DTC genetic testing cannot
be verified if reference databases and algorithms are private.

Human genetic variation tracks the geographical origins of
ancestors. Ancestry reports are about geography, not race.



What about race-specific medicine?

What about race-based medicine?
Studies of the genetics underwriting drug-metabolising
enzymes (DMEs) place Ethiopians, Ashkenazi Jews,
Norwegians, and Armenians in the same category.
Genetic propensity for severe adverse reaction to
abacavir (for HIV) is 13.6% for Kenyan Masai, 3.3% for
Kenyan Luhya, 0% for Nigerian Yoruba (Roberts 2011),
and 17.6% among Gujarati Indians in the US (Rotimi et
al 2010).
Sickle cell allele frequency is fine-grained.

Self-identified or physician-assumed race is of
limited use in medicine.
The biggest differences in health outcomes are
socio-economic. In a racist world, people of
colour fare worst.
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But note the important of race in medicine …
The long shadow of history:

Communities of colour are less likely to trust researchers (Rajakumar et al. 2009).
Excuses failures to engage? (Wendler et al. 2005). Sims, Tuskegee, Puerto Rican birth
control study, and HeLa have a lot to answer for.

The health effects of centring whiteness:
Black women’s breast cancer diagnosed later, mortality higher (Kim et al. 2018).
Black women are least likely to receive appropriate treatments for heart attacks,
and most likely to die in hospital (Vaccarino et al. 2005).
Black patients’ pain discredited and undertreated due to bias (Hoffman et al 2016).

The health effects of racism:
Muslim birth outcomes worsened in post-9/11 US (Lauderdale 2006).
Maternal mortality five times higher for Black women in the UK than white
women (Knight et al 2014).
Black immigrants have better birth outcomes than Black Americans (Collins et al. 2002;

Dominguez 2011).



So race isn’t real?

No! As any person of colour will tell you, race is real.

It’s just a socially-constructed, rather than biologically-based, property.

Racism necessitated race, and racism means that race persists.

Racism does not require a biological basis, it just requires superficial visual
differences and/or cultural differences.



Some perils of genomics
Believing in race can be 

compared to believing in 
astrology. People who have faith 

in astrology find constant 
confirmation that horoscope 

predictions are reliable and that 
astrological signs determine 
personality types (Roberts 

2011, 78). 

1. The false entrenchment of biological race realism and
subsequent stereotyping. Co-option by white supremacists.

2. The neglect (epistemic, financial, discursive) of social
determinants.

3. Technologised medicine will be even more inequitable.
4. The interminable quest for a race-intelligence gap.

a) To what end?
b) How? Uncontested measure of intelligence, link between group

genetics and cognitive capacity, environment controlled for etc…
c) Priorities? Why not instead/first address socioeconomic gaps?

5. Genomics used in the exercise of power. E.g. UKBA’s
“Human Provenance Pilot” to determine whether Somali
migrants were Kenyan (Benjamin 2016).



Social justice through genomics?
Human potential is currently not held back by genetics.

Our environments are deeply unequal.



Closing thoughts

Genomics can help us to understand the human story, which is one of
migration, mixing, and inequality.

Genetically, we are more similar than we often believe. Our roots are
intertwined, our innate capabilities comparable.

Sadly, the most significant and harmful differences between groups of people
have to do with how we have decided to organise our world socially and
politically.
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